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I. IlITRODU CTlON 
A shaded-pole motor is a single-phase induction motor provided 
with an auxiliary short-circuited nnding displaced in magnetic posi-
tion .from the main winding. This auxilia.ry winding (called a 1'shading 
coil") is used for producing the starting torque. 
The essential parts of a shaded-pole motor are the stator, 
carrying the main winding, the shading coil and the squirrel-cage rotor. 
Although a non-salient-pole or distributed winding can be used for the 
stator, it is usually built as aalient pole tYJ)8 motor. 'lb.e shading 
coil surrounds a portion a.bout ¼ t.o ½ of the whole pole. Usually iron 
wedges are used to bridge the adj a.cent pole tips to increase the leak--
aee nux of the shaded poles in order to improve the motor characteri-
stics. &lnetimes these bridges are punched in one piece of the stator 
laminations. The squirrel-cage rotor is the same in construction as 
that ul:!ed !or polyphase induction motors. 
Horsepower ratings cover a wide range from o. 00925 to o. 1. Four-
pole motors are chosen for the upper range of ratings and the two-pole 
machine is used for medium and lovter ranges. 
The performance characteristics are also in a wide var;ety. 
locked-rotor torques range from ~~ to 90 per cent of full load torque. 
Breakdown torques (or marlmum torques) a.re of the order of 115 to lJO 
per cent of full load torque. Efficiency is rarely over 25 to 30 per 
cent. · Slip is high with 1.5 to 3 .. 0 per cent at no load and 10 to 20 
per cent at full load. 
'.lhese motors are used for nearly all applications requiring an 
• 
induction motor of 1/20 hp or less auch as .fans, humidifiers, hair 
driers, etc. 
Although shaded-pole motors have been m.dely used in practice 
the design of these motors ia still based upon experience in ma.ey res-
pects. P.H. Trickey has given an analysis of the electric circuits 
and performance calculations of shaded~pole motors (see reference 9 and 
10), but only the special case of 90 electrical degrees between the 
effective centers of v.n-shaded portion of whole pole and ·shaded pole 
was considered. 
2 
The author purposes to get general solutions for magnetic and 
electric design characteristics for the shaded-pole motor with an:, angle 
• 
· p between the center iine of the main pole axis and the .shaded pole axis. 
These solut1ons are applied to a practical design a.oo. checked with labo-
ratory results. 
• This pa.per consists 0£ seven sections as given in the contents. · 
Following this introduction is the field analy3ie. Both th~ stator and 
rotor fields are analy,ed and the result!illt air gap flux wave is given 
in a general equl:\tion. The condition for eliminating stator harmonics 
and the criteria for t.he existence of rotor harmonics are al.so derl ved. 
For cl'4arit7 in the analysis the permeance wave is assumed in a aquare 
form. Actually this m.11 never to be so because of the fringing and 
bridge effects. In the third section the four electric circuit equations 
(main -win.ding, shading coil and two rotor eircui ts in direct and quadra-
ture axes) ·are set up by means ot coupled circuit theory. Theae equations 
are only solTed for steady state both at .standstill and running conditions. 
The transient solutions a.re quite long and complicated and nearly meaning-
... 
3 
less for design so· they are not given here. The equivalent circuit is 
,,, . 
• expressed by a diagram. The torque equation will be derived in terms of 
circuit constants and currents. The design procedure and performance 
ca.lculatiom1 are treated with an example (1/40 hp shaded pole motor made 
by Robbins & ~rs, Inc.) in sect.ion IV & V respectively. Most of the · 
guiding values and empirical equations used for design are taken from 
Kuhlmann 1s book (re.ference .4). Some of the constants are calculated 
by the equations given in Trickey 1s paper (reference 9). Ca.lc\.1.lated 
results were checked experimentally • 
II. FIELD ANALYSIS 
l, Main pole magnetomotive force (M. M. F.): 
· Both the ~ winding and the shading coil are assumed to be 
concentrated around their pole 8\lrfaces, then the wave of the magneto-
motive force due to either main winding current or shading coil current 
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Fig. 1. M. M. F. wave of stator: (a} salient poles, 
(b) main pole mmf, (c) shaded pole mm£. 
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W = width of main pole in inches, 
il8= width of shaded pole in inches, 
z = pole pitch in inches, 
• 5 
f= space angle between main pole and shaded pole in electrical 
degrees (with respect to the synchronous wave), 
i = cuITent (amp.) per coz:iductor in main field winding, 
18= current (amp. ) per· _conductor in shading eoil, 
N = number of tUl"IIB per pole £or rlai.n field, winding, 
N8a number of turns per pole for ~hading coil. 
Express the main pole m.ra.f. in cosine series (no constant and 
sine tems here), then the coefficients are 
L C 
av= !.ff(x) cosv,rx dx = £[r(x) cos~ cbc 
~ r t ~ -r o 
~ -,: 
= £1fil cos'Y!!Z dx + £1 (-Ni) cos!!!Z dx 
C 7: t t: . w 
o r--
~ z: ?: :: -1.{Ni s~l 2 - Ni sinvnx/ ] nr t: . /_ t L .., 
• 0 ~~ 
= ZNi fsinvtrW - cosvn ainvttW] 
Vfl: 2 t: 2 t:. • 
Therefore (where v = odd number .. ) 
Assume i = 12.I sinwt (I is the effective value of main field 
current.), then the m.m.t .. due to main field cu1Tent is 
r ( ) : 4'2NI ainwt 2 1 sin~ cos~ m x, t 'Tr odd V 2 z:: 7:. 
= k~~I 
0
i_ 4ij sinPl [sin(wt. + v;x) + sin(wt - Y~)J 
let F. ::, 4l2NI = 1. SONI 




in which sin vnW = K....¥ (pitch tac tor for vth harmonic)• 
2c 71 
2. Shaded pole M. M. F. : 
Ietol. = time angle between i and 18 (lagging). 
Assume i 5 = v'2Is sin(~ -I) (1s -1s the effective value of shading 
coil current. ) , then in a similar way as in II-1 we get the m.m. f. due to 
shading coil current, 
r (x t) = 412Us~ L. 1 si~{ein(wt --el. + ~ - v~) 
s , . . 2 'Ir. odd v - 2 t. '-
+ sin(wt -,J.. - ~:ic + vP~ 
f (x,t) = !I. L l siav"Ws {sin(wt - rJ... + ~ - vp) 
s 2 odd v 2[ T 
-+ sin(wt - c).. - v;x -,. v,9)} (2) 
in which 
pole m.m.f.) 
sin."Ws' = K~8 (pitch factor for vth harmonic of shaded 2[ --pv 
J. Total stator M. M. F.: 
Add the magnetomotive forces for main pole and shaded pole, we 
get t~e total m.m.f'. of the. -stator. 
In general, 
f1 = Fi sin ( wt .,- x + G]_ ) , f2 = F2 sin(wt + x + 92.), 
... 
7 
r(x,t) = r1 + r2 ~ F sin(wt + x -A), 
where F ; ✓(F.1 coa8:t_ + 1te(l$92)2 + (F1 ein~ + F2 sin92)2 
In the same way from Fqs. (1) and (2), we get 
(3) 
where Fvb = 2 '; [{ Fm sin~~• + F & sii:i ;~"a cos ( .. cf v,6') J 2 
+ {-Fe sinv;~s. sin( el. + v,8)} 2 J ½ (Jal 
F = ..l. [{F. sirt!!!!!.., F sin "'n\is cos ( d.. - va)}2 vf 2V m 2[ s 2t . r· 
. Equation (J). shows the general wave form for the stator rn.rn. f. 
of the shaded pole motor. 
Since Fv.r ¥ Fvb, we get a revolvigg field for each harmonic as 
shown in Fig 2. 'Ihis represents the magnitude of the revolving field 
forming an elliptic sh.ape with respect to time. 





Fig. 2. Revolving field 
Fvr ~ Fvb, it is backward. Usually tor synchronous wave, F1:r.,. Fib, so 
the resultant revolving field or tre synchronous wave is forward. That 
means it rotates in the direction .fPOm main pole to shaded pole in the 
uniform air gap region. 
4. Condition for eliminating harmonics or stator M. M.F.: 
The backward harmonics will vanish, if F vb = O. From Fq. (3a) · 
Then 
where v = odd number. 
Similarly the e_ondition for eliminating the forward harmonics is 
.. 
(~) 
In the design we 'wish to eli.J,,.inate all bacl~v'ird hsrnonics and make 
the synchronous forward wave ns laree as possible . 
5. Harr.ionics of rotor M. M. F.: . 
In general the rotor of the sh""1ded pole motor is a1'1~s · of the 
.squiMf81 caee type, so the following analysis is bn.sed upon squirrel-
cage rotor desiga only. 
The rotor current induced by the vth stator space harmonic is 
(6) 
1"1here ~ = 1 ~ v(l - s). (see 6-b) 
~ means the slip of the rotor ,nth respect to the vtl1 stator 
space haJ.--:nonic. s is the slip referred to t.he synchronous wave; -. . 
si~n used for forward v and+ sign for backward v. Consider the uth 
of these harmonics due to the vth stator main pole field (produced by 
main winding ·currentl. Its mm! is 
where 
= Fr { sin{8v-1rt, + u~x2) + sin(S,.wt - ~:2) (7) 
Fuin = 4{2~yt~ , 
N2 =- number of coils (turns) per J2hase per pole pair 
. =½for.squirrel-cage rotor, 
9 
~ = R.M.s. rotor current induced by vth stator main pole field. 
,, 
The uth mm.f of these harmonics due to vth shaded pole t1el.d 
(produced by the shading coil current) is 
where 
tu8 (~_,t) = Fus sin(Sywt - vat) cos(~~2 - up) 
: Fr-/sin(3.ywt + ~~2 - vJ.- up) 
: sin(S.,.wt - ~r~ -vvl. - up)] 
F _ 4/2 N23irn us - u 
10 
(8) 
1.a = R.M. 9. rotor current induced by vth stator shaded pole 
field. 
'Iben the uth mmt of these harmonics (£or zero pha8e) due to total 
vth stator field (both main pole and shaded pole) is the sum' or Fqs. 
(7) and (8). 
: Fub sin(S~ + ~~ -Aub) 
+ Fub sin(5v,wt - u~2, - ¾b ) (9) 
where Fub = ½ [{rum + Fus cos ( vJ. ,. u, >J2 + f -Fus sin ( vJ. + ~)} 2] ½ 
(1a) 
Fut = ½ { { Fum + Fus cos(v.i. - up) 
2 
+ f-Fus 11in(vo1. - u~)Jj½ 
(9b) 
t -J Fua sin(vrJ. - u£) Aub - an - Fum + Fus cos (v~ - uP) 
(9c) 
. _, F,,s sin( voL - ue> . I 
Aur = tan Furn + Fus cos (vet - u, )' 
(9d) 
v • odd number. 
ll 
For the squirrel-cage rotor there are 2Qz/P pruu,e8 (~ is the 
total number or rotor slots, Pis the number of poles of stator.), the 
time angle between two adjacent phases is 2"v/~ electrical degrees, 
and the phase angle is 2'1ru/ni,z• Then the mm! ot uth harmonic tor c 
phase is 
fu.c (~• t) "' Fubsin [ S,.wt + ~~Xs - (u + v >2!; ->, ub J 
+ Fur31n[s.,n - ui"z-,. (u - v)2~~ -1'ur] (10) 
where ~ z 2Q2/P • number of phases tor n,ior. 
Then the total uth mmf of the rotor due to total vth stator field 
is the sum or these m.agnetomotive forces !or~ phases: 
(ll) 
let m~l . ,2Jtc ~: ~_J'\cos(u+v~, 
c wv m2 
m2-l 2xc m2-l 2Rc 
&r = ~ cos(u-v);- , bf = ;t!_ sin(u-v~, 
c~ 2 0 ~ 2 
then tu (x2, t) ., Fub Ci + ~ ,½ sin(S.,.wt + u~x~ - "ub + 1'ul!J) 
..-1... -1 ht> nuere <p ub : tan -, Ao. -1~ 'Yut = tan • . Ill) 81: 
Since in a symmetrical polypha:se winding ~::,, 2), we on& have 
the uth harmonic rotating in one direction or the other, . therefore 
1. l. 
either Cat+ hfi)~ or (aJ + bJ) 2 should be equal to zero. 
Assume ab = '1t, : 0, then 
K = u + v = .rl, ~2, :t3, •••• 
# mu1 tiple., ot ~ • . • 
ar and bf' will also both equal to zero, up.less 
(u - v~:: (K - 2v)ij = 2st¾ 
~ = (u - v)/22_ = (K - 2v)/n12 :: o, :tl, ~2, t3, •••• 
m2:l 
ar. ~ cos(2n~) = m2, e~ 
·m2-l 
br: ~ sin(2~K2 ) = o, . o-0 
Therefore /ca? + bi) = 1112 
· Assume .8:f : bf = O, then 
(u - v)~ = K(2n/~), 
2 
K ~ u - v =r ±-1, !-2, f 3, · · • • 
f. multiple or m2• 
a,, and 1,, will also both equal to zero, ·unless 
(u + v~m211 = (K + 2v)~ = 2n~, 
2 2 
~ = (u + v )/m2 :m (K + 2v )/m2 : O, tl, :!'2, t3, • · · • 
12 
ma:l 
8b := 2 cos(2n~) : m2 
c-0 
m2-l 
~ = 2 sin(2n~) = O 
c-0 
Therefore 
The criteria for the existence of rotor harnionic u: 
Case 1: For backward waves of u, 
13 
' 
(u - v)/m2 = {K - 2v)/m2 = ~ = : integere including zero. 
(13) 
K = u + v = r integers except zero and multiple ot ~• 
Case 2: For forward waves of u, 
( u + v )/m2 = (K -+ 2v )/m2 = ~ :: ~ integers inclu<;ting zero. 
(14) 
K ~ u - v =±integers except zero and multiple of m2• 
In both ·cases ~ = 2Q2/p for squirrel cage rotor. 
6. Stator flux wave: 
The general fonnula for nux density is 
B = 'P/(area) e 0.41T (AT)/1 gausses, 
where AT= ampere turns, 
1 = length of magnetic circuit in ems. •# 
Change 1 to inches and ·B to lines per sq. in., then 
B = ~-~ ~~(2.54>2••= 3-~(AT} lines pe·r sq. in. 
(a) Flux due to the stator M. M. F.: 
·(15) 
F.q. (3) shows the stator mmf· for a salient-pole ma.chine. It is 
the combination of t:wo discontinuous square waves and must go to zero 
beyond the poles. r.r we assume the air gap under the poles is uni-
tonn, then the resultant nux wave must be the same in shape as that 
of the nmr. 
14 
From &i_. (15} the amplitudes of nux waves for vth forward ·and 
backward harmonics are: 
and 
where tf: air gap in inches~ 
Kc= Carter's coefficient tor the slots, 
Ks= ratio or ampere turns per pole to ampere turns per air 
gap, 
Fvr and Fvb '8r8 given by ~s. (3a) and (3b). 
(16) 
'Then from F.qs. (3) a.nd (16), the flux distribution wave due to 
stator mmf is 
-,. 2 Bvr sin(wt - vrcx1!t. -~vr) odd 
~tion (17) is only true for the resultant flux wave but 
not for individual harmonics. For individual harmonics it must be 
modified by permeance -wave.(see 7-b.) 
The velocity of the traveling waves is 
(17) 
dx1 :wr 2f]! . / dt :.t vi= t --v inches sec. (18) 
where+ sign is used for forward waves and - sign for backward waves. 
r1_ is the frequency or applied voltage. 
(b) St,a,tor nux wave referred to rotor: 




I . . . 
v~tt; - ' :x2 in. 
. 
- ~ 
Fig. 3. Relation of stator & rotor axes. 
Inserting this into F,q. (17 ) , we have 
b
8
(~1 t) : ~ Bvb sin [{l. + v(l-s)Jwt + Vrt~/r. - >...vb J 
odd 
+ 1 I1vf sin [f 1 - v(l-e)/wt - v~/t - >-vrj, 
odd 
or b8 (~1 t) = ~ Bvb ain(5n,wt + vnx2/t -~vb) 
where 
odd 
+ L. Bvt sin(Svrwt - n~/-r. -~vr>, 
odd 
Svb = l + v(l - s) = slip of rotor w1 th respect to the vt,h 
stator backward harmonic. 
8vr: 1 - v(l - _s): slip of rotor with respect to the vth 
stator forward hanuonic. 
. s is the slip with respect to synchronous wave and its value 
is tram zero to one. Ther,fore Svb is always positive but Svr may 






ot ~ is also going backward with respect to the rotor• 
The velocities of stator fluxwaw with respect to rotor are: 
~--dt- - 2s rf1 t / x · inches see., V 
(20) 
~ - - ~wt = - 28vt>1"1L inches/sec. 
dt - V'it V 
The first one is used £or forward wa.ves ot v and the second is 
used tor backward waves of v. 
7. Rotor nux wave: 
(a) Rotor nux for smooth air gap machine: 
If the machine were non--salient pole type (i.e., with smooth air 
gap), then the amplitude of the rotor flux distribution wave for uth 
forward or backward harmonic woul~ be: 
JL.- _ 3. 2F,µ;n2 
611.I - cf Kc~ . , 
J.2FutjY12 
Bub~ f KcKa , 
(21) 





as before. Then the rotor nux distribution wave of uth harmonic would 
be ·crrom Eq. 12) 
bri.f'(~,t) ~ J\i.t sin(SVwt, - UlCX2/t - ~uf' - <puf) 
t • 
(22) 
where Sv = 1 ± v(l - s) 
(b) Rotor flux wave for shaded-pole · motor: 
Actually all shaded-pole motors are salient-pole type, so Fq. 
( 22 ) must be modified by the wa:ve of permeance. 
Assume the permeance or air path between rotor and stator out-
side the pole shoe space is 1/~ t:im.e~ that under poles (uniform air 
gap), then the wave of permeance may be shown as Fig._ 4. 
} 
I I -r . ~ I I -: - · 
I 
I h-1 
h/5 I I 1 
• I I 
f I 
- r -




= 5~~ ( suP~f + cosn1t s~) 
16h n1tW = 51i1t ai~ , when n .:r even number 
= o, when n :: odd number. 
2C. 






+ ~ ~ cos~x.J .. 
n.even 
where h: 1. 
Shift P(X:]_) referred to rotor, 
Xi = (1 - s)~ + ~, 
then 
00 




The actu.al rotor flux distribution wave of uth harmonic due to 
vth stator field is the product of' Eqs. (22) and (24), 
bur(~;t): b~(~,t)P(x2,t) 
= a0 !\if sin(3vwt - u~2 - "-ur +1u£) 
00 
+ ~ ..z 9n sin(~ - u;~ ->-.ur +<four) times 
n=even 






But ein(Svwt ... _ u~~.2 - .\u.r -<f,nt) 
+ ¥ ~ 11u[s1n { (Sv + (l-e)n)wt. - (u-n)~ -.:\ur +'fur 
n-even 
t sin j ( S,. - (l-1 )n )wt - ( U+n t:2- -,\ uf +<f> ur}] 
(24) 
Similarly, 
hub (~, t) = llo¼> sin ( 3v-wt .. u;_x2 - ).ub + 'Pub ) 
~ 
+ ~ J Bn[ sin { ES,.:-1- (1-s)nhrt + (u+n)¥2 -,\ub f'<f ub} 
n-even 
.., ain / (s,, - (1◄ )n}wt + (u-n)~x2 ... .\ub -.¢ub 
Notice tha1; either bur(~,t) or bu~(~,t) contains one normal 
traveling wave and two sets of infinite series traveling waves wit.h 
different speeds. 
(25) 
The velocities or bur(~, t) with r~spect to. rotor are (for three · 
dif'ferent ld.nds of waves): 
dx2 ::: 2Svf lt 
dt u ' 
dx:2 = 2(¾,+(l-e)n)f1t > (26) 
dt u - n 
and 
dx2 _ 2(5v-(1-s)n)r1t 
dt- u-.n ' 
where r1 = w/2J.. 





dx2 = - 2(5v+(l-s)n)r1r 
J dt u + n 
dx2 2(3v-(1-s)n)t1r 
-:::::- • dt u-n 
(c) Rotor Flux Waves Referred to Stator: 
Then from F.qs. ( 24) and ( 25 ) , we get 
bur(,_,t) = BoBur sin f<sv + u(l-s))wt - ~~J. -Xur + ¢ur} 
+ ¥z 3n[ sin { (Sv + u(l-e} )wt - (u-n)~J .. -Aur + ~ur} 
n-even 
+ sin { (sv t u(l-a))wt - (u+n)Y· -Aur + ¢ur}J 
and bub (x1, t) = a0 ~b sin f (Sv, - u(l-s) )wt - ~-!l -~ub + ¢ub] 
., ~ ~ 3n [ sin f (3v - u(l-e) }wt + (u+n),r:i• -),,ub -f- ¢uh} 
n-even 
+ sin { ( S,, - u (1-s) >wt .,. ( u-n)-rt;1. - "- ub + ~}] 
The velocities of rotor waves with respect to stator are: 
For bu.f'(Xi,t}, 





dt u - n 






s = _ 2(S.,-U(l◄ ))r1r 
dt u ' 
ax1 = _ 2 ( s.,-u (J.-s ))r 1 r 
· dt u + n ' 
·~ · (31) 
and 
c:1x1 ; _ 2(sv-u(l-e ))t1r 
dt u - n • 
( d ) Total rotor flux: 
The total rotor :£1.ux wave referred to stator is the summation 
of ~(x11 t)v (F.q. 28) and bub(:x:1 ,t)T (F.q. 29) with both u and v from 
one to infinity: 
(32) 
Notice that bur(x11t)v and bub(x1,t)v do not exist for the same 
u (see II-5) and the criteria for the existence of u is given by Fqs. 
(13) and (14). 
The net air gap flux is the vector sum of total a ta tor flux 
(~. 17) and total rotor flux (&i. 32), 
(33) 
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III. CIRCUIT AUALY.3IS 
l. Circuit Fqua tions : 
Fig. 5. Diagram of Pole and ::u,tor in Shaded Pole Motor. 
I.et f = angle in electrical degrees between main pole axis and shaded 
pole axis, 
i = stator current in main winding, 
18 = sta. tor current in shading coil, 
idr = rotor cuttent., in the winding referred to the· direct axis, 
iqr = rotor current in the winding referred to the quadrature axis, 
m = mutual inductance between ma.in winding and shading coil, 
11 = mutual inductance between main winding and rotor winding 
in direct axis, 
Ms= mutual induct,mce bet'ffl!en sh~ding coil and rotor "1.nding 
22 
J 
in the direct axis of shAded pole, 
r + lp = main winding impedance, 
r 5 + 18 p = shading coil impedance., 
R.., p(1
0 
+ 12 ) = rotor impedance :in direct axis, 
R + p (1
0 
- 12 ) = i-otor impedance in quadl'a.'ture axis. 
The circuit equations can be written as follows-c 
For main eoil circuit-: 
e • (r,.lp)i + mpis + Mp cosvt idr .. Mp cos(vt+90°) \tr 
For shading coil circuit: 
For rotor circuit r~fen-ed to direet .axis: 
23 
edr ~ 0 = (R•p{lo+l2 cos2vt))idr + 0 + Mp cosv.t i + ~P cos(vt-p)i9 
For rotor circuit referred to quadrature axis: 
eqr = 0 = { R~p(l0+12 cos2(vt+90°)) iqr + 0 
+ Mp cos{vt+?0°)1 + llsP cos(vt•90°-P) 




1 ~ idr iqr 
e r+lp mp Mpcosvt -Mpeinvt 04) 
88 
r 8 .. 16 p l4apcos (vt-~) -Y8psin( vt-P) mp 
= 0 
edr 




-Mpsinvt -~~(vt-P) 0 R+p{l,,-lz.cos2vt) (37) 
The transient solution 0£ these equations may be obtained by 
operational methods, ·but it is quite long and complicated and nearly 
useless for design. Therefore only the steady state solutions J 
given in the following paragraphs. 
2. 3teaey State Equations Referred to ~tionary Axes: 
For steady state, repla.oe all. p by +jw. 
Transfer all rotor voltages and currents in the stationary axes 
( direct and quadrature axis) by keeping the angle vt equal to zero and 
introducing the speed voltages in the rotor circuits. Then the above 




i is id i · q 
e r+jwi jmn jw¥ 0 
e =o s j'1?Il rs+jwls j'frMs cosp J-.,t.t:s s~ 
ed:O=trans- jwll j,rlJ5 cos(! R-tjw(la+l2) 0 
form v. + 0 .+ (1-s ~ sin~ +o +(l~n,(10 -12) +speed v. 
eqc():.trans- 0 · jw ~ sinl 0 R.Jj,r(Jo-12) 
~orm v. -(1-s }wy: 
+speed v. -(1-s )wMg ~osp -(1-s )w(l0 -f-12) +O 
-
'Where · s = slip as decimal, 
id :a t"otor current in direct axiBJ 
iq \ rotor current in quadrature axis. 
!et X :! wl = ·self reactance of main winding, 
X5 : wl6 = self reactance of aha.ding coilJ 
Xd :; w(1
0
+12 ) = self reac~ce of rotor winding in direct ans, 
Xq :: w(1c,-½) = self reactance of rotor rrind:ing in quadrature 
axis, 
~ = -wm = mu tua.l reactance bet'Vreen main winding and shading 
coil, 
1md ::: _wt! = mutual rea.ctance between main winding and rotor 
winding -in direct axis, 
1sd::: fflr1s cos~: mutual reactance between shading coil and 
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rotor rlnding in direct axis, 
Xeq = wMe sinp = mutual reactance between shading coil and rotor 
. . 
winding in quadrature axis, 
S = 1 - l'I :: vf,, = speed as decimal of synclrronou.s speed. 
Then we get the follmri.ng equationa: 
1 is 
·e r.jX j1m_ 
, 
es,:,O j1zn rs..,.j1s 
ed=° jlznd ~q•~~ 















3. &,lutions or steady' .'3tate equations (F.qs. 38 to 41) for all currents: 
r+jX jXzn j~ 0 
jl;n ~s+jXs jXad Jlsq 
A= 
j~ SXaq♦jXsd R+jXd sx q 
-Sl'md -s~+j1sq -sxd Rtjlq 
Ll;:::; u1 + jV1 ♦ su2 + jSV2 :::: U - jV 
i = ¾-<~ + jl3i + 5¼ + j5¾) : r(A -,. jB), 
.. is· ;;f-(c.i_ + jIJi + s~ + jS~,t = ! (C + jD), 






iq = F'(Gi_ + j8:i. + S02 + j~) : ;. (G + jH), l (46) 
~ = S rsXciXq, . 
~ = s(x8 xdx4 - xqt;d - xd~q), 
B =Bi_+ s~, 
Cl = R(~(¼ + ¾) - 1rod1sd), 
2 
n:i_ == XmC\f¾ - a ) - ¾~dxsd' 
~ = o, 
C : Ci, 
D : DJ:+ S~, 
Bi = R(XsXma - ~Xsd) + rsXq~d, 
F1.= ¾<XsXmtl - ~Isa> - ~(rsR + ~q), 
E2 = -Sr8¾~, 
F2 ;; RXmXsq -:- SXq(-1~1ilsd + XsXoo) _. s~d~q, 
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--- ·;, ½he evaluation of~ and the detennination of currents are 
given in Appendix I. 
~ = rs R.\id' 
~ = R(-Xro1sd .+ 1sX'm.d) * Slgq(l'.mXd - ~dXsd), 
U = tJi + SU2, 
4. Standstill Solution of' Stead;,y State £qu.a.tion: 




5. f4ui vaJ.ent Circuit: 
~ = iq/1s, 





Then from F.qs. (5) to (8 ), we can draw the equivalent circuit diagr.am 
as shown in Fig. 6. 
. 
---- 1t r iX Ys jXs 
J/.6 jolf/O.o I 
i 
28-2 . jfo6.5" 
I ·x 
ll 
I J /If. 
I i.1' 
'c dl.9'1.0 /9f.4-5" .e 
I rm. .l 115''1. _ $ ( X,,.,1 + Xsd + ~ XJ) /4()0 S-1-5 z a, tt2 
ikrd i . s ( 3Ii -t 3L) 
• a.3 a.-,. ZJ 
j293.5" 
73. 0 /!';).ZO° 
Z8.E. 
R jXI 
Fig. 6. F,quivalent Circuit. 
The numerical values are given for the special machine at 
1~,o rpm. (see v-1.) 
6. Torque ~uation: 
The general equation of voltage for a winding rotating in a 
varying magnetic field is: 
where 
where 
ea= applied voltage (volts), 
ia = applied current (amperes), 
I\ ·= resistance of the winding~ (ohms), 
¢ = flux-linkages (108 line-linkage), 
\Jr := flux density (10-8 line-linkages per radian), 
V=angular velocity (radians per second). 
The electrical ponr flow equation is: 
eaia • power input (watts), 
2 Raia= power lost in the form of heat, 
30 
• 
(i) ia = the rate or increase of the stored magnetic energy, 
)If ia = mechanical po"Ner out.put (watts). 
then the torque 
App]y Fq. (52) to the shaded-pole motor of P poles, we get 
the total torque aa: 
(52) 
• 
T = 11.,;§f f id(Ya einp 18 + (10-12)iq) 
- 14 {Mi .,. Ma cos~ 18 • (lo-12 )1tt) J oz-ft. 
1'.-o .. o~P f 1d(Xeq18 .,.Xqiq) - 1q <V•1sdis•1t,.id)} oz-ft., (53) 
since for 60-eycle, 
u.a u.a 
W'fl' = 2 n160 = 0.01. 
The above equation sboml the instantaneous torque in terms of instan-
taneous current.a. 
The average torq118 developed ean be expressed 1n terms of 
·ertect1ve currents as the real part of 
Td = 0.0lP { ~(1sql8 +Xqlq) - :r;<~dI •~I8 +Xdld)} oz-ft. 
(54) 
where the effective currents, I, 19 , Id and \• can be calculated 
by the S.\'UTle equations {~s. 43 to 46) us_ed for instantaneous currents 






IV. EXAMPLE OF D&'>IGN CAWULATIONS 
The procedure in the design of a 3haded-pole motor is different 
from thai. for other type :i.nd\letion motors. The stator 1s something 
- like that used in direct current ma.chines but with shaded pole struc-
ture attached to the main pole. The rotor is alwa,ys of the squirrel-
cage type which is the same as for other induction motors. 
The procedure £or the design can be illustrated clearly by an 
example: 
Ratings 1/40 hp, 1550 rpu, 115 volts, 60 cycles. 
Speci.fioation : 
Full load efficiency-. ~ 22.5% 
Tull load power factor~ 60% . 
locked rotor torque ~ 35% of full load torque 
(at rated voltage) 
locked rotor current ~ 2.0 amp. 
Maximum torque ~ 118% of full load torque 
(or breakdown torque) 
Temperature riae ~ b.rP C 
of the wincUng 
Cf'or continuous load 
operation) 
1. stator Design: 
(a) ?Jain dimensions: 
Number of poles, 
P = 120 r/n 
For t = 60 cycles and n = 1800 rpn, 
(55) 
The output equation for fractional-horsepower motor ie 
D2 In 
------ :C watt 
where D = air gap diameter or the stator in inches, 
L = length or the laminated core in inches. 
.33 
(56) 





























Fig. 7. Output Constant for Single-phase Motors. 
watts output• o.o25x746 = 0 _01037 • 
syn. rpm. 180 ., 
From Fig. 7, C = ,1.0. 
Then 
2 . 
D L = (watts )xc/n = 0.01037,610 = 5. 29 . 
In general, L/D = o. 5 to l_O. Take L/D = 1.0 for this machine, 
1/3 
then D = L = {5.29) = 1. 74 inches, use 1. 75 inches. 
{b) Magnetic circuit in stator: 
Pol_e pitch 
1: = n D/P = 3.14x1. 75/4 = 1.375 inches. 
Assume oole arc 
pole pitch = f = 0.78 
then pole arc= 0. 78xl. 375 = 1.07 inches. 
II 
-----J.003----
Fig. 8. Pole Arc. 
From Fig. 8, pole width is 
"J> = 2x0.875 sinQ = 1. 75 sin(f.,% 180.) = 1.003 inches. 
Assume that the pole nux density is 36, 700 lines per square 
-
inch and the lamination factor is 0.93, then the useful nu.x per 
pole, 
¢ =· l.75xl.003x36,700x0.93 = 60,000 lines. 
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le-t the radial length of' pole, 1t, = o.625". (It should be 
chG~ked by the space for main winding and shading coil.) 
35 
Assume the leakage f' actor of the pole, A = 1. 2, then the flux 
passing through the stator yoke, 
~ = 60.o00il. 2 - 36 000 lines~ 2 2 . , 
A:lsume nux density in yoke, By- = 88., 500 lines/sq. in., then 
the depth of yoke, 
d : ¢">\./2 : _ 36.,000 _ = 0• 25". 
~ 0.9?L ~ 0. 93xl.75x88,500 . 
The outside diameter of stator lamination, 
= 3.50•1. 
The· e.ha:pe of stator lamination is shown in Fig. 9. 
36 
-----
. P = 24.2° mech. degrees Shaded pole arc = o. 313" , 
= 48.4° elec. degrees , Pole arc 
Fig. 9. Field Punching (Twice Size). 
•• 
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( C ) Main winding: 
The voltage equation, 
'ffl.td -8 E = 4rn'l" x 10 volts. (57) 
Therefore, the number of tu.ms per pole, 
8 8 
N : !L..!2- = ll$ x lO = 200 turns/pole. 
4tF¢ 4x6QicLx6o,ooo 
' . For the gt~n ef!'icieney and power factor to be met, the full 
load current is 
I_ hp x 746 _ 0.0~xns6 - 1 2 amp 
- Ex ett. x pf - 1!~.3 2io - • • 
In general the current demity is frotti 2500 to 3000 amp. per 
aquue inch .. !et the current density of the main winding, Ara:: 3000 
amp./sq. in., then the section area of wire, 
Sm. = I/ Am = 1. 2/300CJ = O.OOOh sq. in, 
Choose /!23 enuel copper wire: 
Bare diameter = 0.0226 inch, 
Inaulated diameter = 0.0242 inch, 
Area of' each wire, ~ ;: 0.000401 sqo in,, 
(d) ~ading coil: 
A slot of 1/16 inch wide ia cut on the pole for shading coil 
as shown in Fig. 9. 
Use a copper ring for ea.ch s_had.ing coil, 
38 
Cr99s section area of the copper ring 
= 0.12SxJ/64 - 0.00587 sq.in. 
2. P.otor ~ign: 
(a) Air ga.p length and rotor diameter: 
The empirical equation2 .for the air gap length of i'ractional 
horsepower motors iS: 
J :: 0.005 + 0.000JSD i- 0.0011 + 0.OOJV/1000, 
where the peripheral velocity, V =n D n/12 : J.1.hxl. 75xl.55o/12 
= 710 f't./m.in. Therefore 
S - 0.005 + 0. 0003,x:1.15 + o.001x1.1, + o.003x710/1000 
= 0. 00949 in., use o.008 in. 
The outside diameter of the rotor, 
Dr:= D - 2£ = 1. 75 - 2x0.008 = 1. 734 in. 
(b) Cage winding: 
(58) 
To avoid pulsations and oscillationB of the air gap flux in 
a salient-pole machine the number of slots per pole should be equal 
to a 'Whole number plus ½• For this_ machine we choose -h½ slots per 
pole, then the total ntlmber of slots, 
Assume the total aropere-turrui of rotor to be 10 per cent less 
2Kuhlmann, J. H, JRsie of Zl.ectrical Apparatus {New York: 
John iViJ_ey & Sons, Inc., 1937 ), P. 352. 
·.,_ 
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than that of the main winding of stator, the ratio o:r the total section 
area ·of bars in rotor to the total section area of the main winding is: 
(59) 
where ~ and Ab are the current densities in the main winding and in 
the rotor bars respectively. 
If the rotor bars are made of the same material as that of the 
stator winding, the current density of rotor may be higher than that 
of stator because the mean length of rotor winding is shorter and the 
ventilation is better. Now ca.s.t aluminum cage Winding is used for 
the rotor, the current density m.ust be half that of copper, since 
aluminum has only 5~ conductivity. 
From l(c), wa have 
Am= 3,000 amp./sq.in. 
and Scm. = 0.000401x4x2x200 = 0. 642 sq.in. 
Assume the current density of bars, Ab:; 4500/2 = 2250 amp./sq.in., 
then 
Scb = 0.90x0.642xJ000/2250 = 0.770 sq.in. 
Section are a per bar, 
~ = 0.770/18 = o.oh27 sq.in. 
Choose the fllot sise as shoirn in Fig. 101 the area for each 
slot, 
• 
5b = ~).lli(0.1722 - o.IB'2 )/4 + 0.165(0.172 + 0.115)/2 
= o.Oh05 sq.in. 
The rotor skew is 0.375 in. per bar. 
The section area of each end ring3 is 
s = 0. 32 Scb ~ 
er P A-er 
., 
Assume the current density of the end ring, Aer=l.l~, then 
S o.32x0.73 1 0 o5~ 1 er = L. xi.1 = . • , sq. n. 





Fig. 10. Rotor Punching. (a) Cross Section of End Ring. 
3 
~•, P• 303. 
hO 
(60) 
(o) Magnetic circuit: 
Minimum tooth width, ,.. • 
Wt = 3.lhxl.. 2/18 - 0.115 - 0.0945 in. 
MaJdmum. tooth density, 
Diameter of shatt = 0.500 in. 
Depth or rotor yoke, 
c1yr = ½(1.200 - 0.115 - o.,oo) - ~-2925 1n. 
Flux density in rotor yoke, 
R._ - _111_ - 6o,ooo/2 - 6 oo 11 / 
-yr - 0.9Jid_rr - o.93x1.1s:x0.2925 - 3, 0 nes sq.in. 
V OP&V..TING CHARACTERL~TICS 
(Calculated from Il3sign Data) 
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Before calculating a.ny characteristic curve we should find out 
all the motor constants (referred to main winding) appeared in F.qs. 
(38) to (41). Then we can solve those equations for all currents 
and calculate operating characteristics. 
1. Resistances: 
(a) Resistance of main winding: 
r = ~L 6 ohms, Sin X 10 
where f =i o. 690 at 25° C 
= 0.796 at 6~C, 
N = 200 turns, 
5tn = 0.000401 sq.in. (see IV-1-c) 
P = 4 (see IV-1-a) 
Therefore 
½n = mean turn ler1co-th 
= 2(L ~WP+ 2xthiekness of coil) 
= 2(1.7~ + 1.003 i- 2:xO.h~) = 7.306 inches. 
r = 4x200x7.306x0~692 ~ 10.1 ohms at 25oC 
0.00040lxl0 
= 10.lxl.15 = 11.6 ohms at 6~c. 
(b) Resistance of shading coil: 
(61) 
(62) 
where · N5 = l turn, (see IV-1-d) 
88 = 0.00587 sq.in., (see IV-1-d) 
L.s = mean turn length 
= 2(L + w,. + 2xthickness or coil) 
= 2 (1. 75 + o. 282 + 2xJ/64) = 4. 2516 inches. 
Therefore 
0 = 80.3:x:1.l.5' = 92.3 ohms at 65 C 
( c ) Rotor resistances 
The rotor resistruice4 is 
where <¾ = 18 
Sb= 0.0405 sq.in. (~ee IV-2-b} 
S8 r = 0.0530 sq.in. (see IV-2-b) 
lb= length of each bar 
= ( 1.75'2 + o.37g2 )½.= 1.79 in-ches, 
Der. = diameter of end ring = 1.33 inches, 
m = 2 for single phase motor, 
Therefore 
= 24. 5 ohms at 25°C 
= 24.5xl.l5 = 28.2 ohms at 6rf"c 
4 Ibid., P• 314. 
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(63) 
2. Reactance : 
where 
where 
(a) Self reactance of main ,tlnding (o.c. reactance): 
X = wl = F/~ = open-circuit reactance 
E = 'impressed voltage, 
~=magnetizing current= AT/'2.N. 
The magnetic ampere turns, AT, contain the following parts: 
Air gap ampere turnsl 
Bg = ~/(gap area)= 60,ooo/1.07xi.75 
=32,000 lines/sq.in., 
b = 0.008 inch, 
= Carter's coefficient (or air gap 
coefficient) for rotor . slots. 
tir == rr Dr/Na.= J.14xl. 734/18 = 0.3025 inch 
= tooth pitch, 
Wtr = 0.3025 - 0.0u6 = 0. 2565 inch 




y = 2.5 from Fig. 11 corresponding to (slot opening)/ 
(air gap length)= 0.046/0.008 = ,.75. 
Then ~ = o.3025/(o.2565~0.008x2.5) = 1.09. 
Therefore ATg = 32, 000x0. 008x1. 09x0. 313 = 87. 50 amp.turns per pole . 










y for air ::;t,ta,P a,effi ~'qJtf I 
I 
0 1 Z 3 '4 5 6 1 8 g /0 II JZ! J3 14, )5 
~ Slot" Off_ni'-'t-$ 
Air CiAf l.r11tf~ 
Fig. 11. Air Gap Coefficient. 
Rotor tooth ampere turns: 
Bt = 86,300 lines/sq.in. (see IV-2-c) 
From Fig. 12, we get att = 13 amp. turns per inch. 
'!he length o! tooth, 
1t = ½(0.112 .,. o.n5) + 0.16, = 0.3085 inch. 
Therefore ATt, = lJxO. J08.5 - 4.01 amp. t-urns per pole. 
Rotor yoke ampere turns: 
Byi. ~ 63,000 lines/sq.in. (see IV-2-c) 
Fro,m Fig~ 12, we get at.yr = 4 am:p. turns per inch. 
l : (~ - 2lt - dyr)tr .:: (1. 7.34 - 2x0.Jo85 - o. 2925) 1t 
yr 2P 2 X 4 
= 0. 334 inch. 
Therefore ATyr = hxO.JJh ~ 1.34 amp. turns per pole. 
Pole ampere tu.ms; 
Bi,= 36,700 lines/sq.in. (see IV-1-b) 
From Fig. 12, we get. a~ = 2 amp. turns/inch, 
1p = 1.)00 - o.875 = o.625 inch. 
There.fore ATp = zxo.625 = 1.25 amp. turns per pole. 
stator yoke anrpere turns: 
By= 88,500 lines/sq.in. (see IV-l~bf 
From Fig. 12, at
7 
= 14 amp. turns per inch, 
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1 = (Dy; -+ ~) = 3.14(3.00 ~ 0. 25 )-' 1. 275 inches. 
y 2P · 2 X 4 
Therefore ATy = 14xl. 275 = 17.90 amp. turns per pole. 
Tot.al ampere tu.ms per pole, 
AT = ATg .., ATt, -+ A'ryr -t- A'fp .., A'ry 
= -87.50 + 4.01 + 1.34-+ 1.25 + 17.90 
= n2.o ampere turns per pole. 
Itn = ll2/ 2x200 = 0.396 amp. (ef.fecti ve) 
Then, by Eq. (64) we get. 
X = ll5/QJ96 = 290. 0 ohms. 
(b) !hitual reactance between main winding and rotor winding in 
direct axis (magnetizing reactance): 
(66) 
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where ~=primary leakage reactance, 
1b = bridge leakage reactance, 
I 9 ~ skew leakage reac,ance. 
These leakage reactances can be calculated by Trickey •s 
rormu1ae6 as .follows: 
48 
(67) 
' where the span or primary coil is equal to the . width or pole plus 
the thickness of coil, 
span= 1.003 ~ o.450 • 1.453 inches. 
Referring to Fig. 13, ford= O, c = o, a1/a2 = 0.375/1.188 = 0.316, 
b/a2 = 0.56/1.188 = o.473, the slot eonstant, Ks, is then 
~ = F = o. 70. 
Therefore x1 = 2xJ.l1pc6o(2xla200)
210-8(3.19xl.75x0.70/2x4 + 1.453/4) 
= 8.22 ohms. 
where d1 = distance between adjacent tips of poles 
= T - (pole arc) = 1.375, - 1.070 = 0.305 inch, 
lg = cf Kc = o.008x1.09 = 0.00872 inch. 
· (68} 
Therefore Xb = 2x3.lhx60(2x'-'x200)210-8(3.19x1.75x0.00812/4xhx0.305) 
6 Trickey, P. H, .,An Analysis of the ~ded Pole ~tor," 
A.I.E.~. Transactions, 55:1014,.September 1936. 
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k = rotor bar skew in radians 
Therefore 1sk = fmd(l - 0.970)/0.970 = O.OJ11irtd• 
Substituting these three leakage reactances· and X into &i• (66), 
we obtain 
Xznd = 290.0 - (8.22 ~ 2x0.10 + 2x0.03~d). 
Therefore lrad = 265. 0 ohms. 
( c) Mutual reactance between main winding and shading coil: 
where ll) = 0.10 ohm, 
X8 k = O.O)lX'ntd = 0.0Jlx265.0 = 8.22 ohms, 
wtfs = Imci(shaded pole arc)/(pole arc) 
= 26~x0~313/l.070 = 71. 50 ohms. 
Therefore Xzti = OolO + 8. 22 + 17. 50 = 3~. 82 ohms, say 85. 8 ohms. 
( d )' Self-reactance of shading coil: 




where the shading coil leakage rea.ctance was given by Trickey-7 as 
following equationst 
Xis = 2trf(2PN)2io-8(3.19LIG,/4P + ('span)/P) , 
in which the span of shading coil= 0.282 ~ 3/64 = 0.329. Then 
(72) 
X18 = 2xJ.1Lx60(2x4x200)
2l0-8(3.19x1.75x0.7/4xh ~ 0.329/4) 
= J.15 ohms. 
Therefore Ia = 3.15 + 85.80 = 88.95 ohms, say 89.0 ohms. 
( e ) Rotor self-reactance in the direet axi8: 
(73) 
The rotor leakage reactance can be divided into three com-· 
ponents (neglecting leakage reactance or the end connection for 
squirrel cage rotor): 
The slot·leakage reactance8 is 
2 -8 · 
~lot= 27tf(2PN} 10 6.J8LKa/it,, (74) 
in which the slot constant, Kg, can be found from Fig. 13 (on the 
next page). For a1/8?_ = 0.172/0.115 = 1.50 and b/~ = 0.165/0.115 
= 1.435, we get 
F = o.L.o 
and Ks= 0.40 ~ 0.016/0~046 • o.112/(0.0464-0.112) 
7Ib. -1 
i~, P• lOlh. 
8Ibid., P• 1014. 
Substituting Ks into &i• (74 ), we obtain • 
. 2 8 . . 
lslot : 2x3. 14x60(2xhx200) 10- x6.J8xl.75xl.57/18 
1.2.----
M... 
= 9. 40 ohms. 
o+------------.-..._.....__....__ ____ .......__ 
o 0.4 aB J.Z /.6 Z.o ~-4 Z-8 3.Z. 3. 6 
%.z 
filot 
~g. 13. Curves for Obtaini,lg the Slot Leakage Constant, 
Ks= F + d/e + 2c/(e+a1 ). 
Then 
The skew leakage reMtance is 
Xsk = 8. 22 ohms. (se V-2-c) 
The zig zag leakage reactance9 is 
Xz = t luid(P/Q2>2 
= ~265(4/18)2 = 10.90 ohms. 
= 9.40 -+ 8.22 + 10.90 =- 28.5 ohile, ~• 
. 9 
Kuhlmann,~ cit., P• 221. 
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(75) 
~.m V-2-b we have Xnio. = 265.o ohms. BJ," lq. (73) we obtain 
1d = 28.5 + 265.o ~ 29J.5 ohms. 
(t) Rotor ~elf-reactance in the quadrature axis: .. 
♦ 
52 
l.q = Ier + ~· (76) 
Th.e magnetising reactance in quadrature axis is 
(77) 
where Aq ie the ratio of the maximum value or the f\lndamental to the 
maximum value of the air gap flux wave when a salient pole machine 
is excited only by a sine-wave mm! in the quadrature axis and ¼_ 
is the ratio of the ma:rl.mum value of the rtmdam.ental to the maximum 
value of the air gap flux wave when a salient pole machine is ex-
cited only by a sine-wave mmf in the direct axis. 
Assume the permeance of air gap in the region between two 
adjacent pole tips is 1/5 of that under the pole, then the formula10 
for Aq is 
Aq = l/5 {l + 4t/') - u sin(lfn.)/c;rc, (78) 
where VJ~ (pole ~)/(pole pitch)= 0.78 (see IV-1-b) 
Hence Aq = (1 + 4x0.78)/5 - 4 sin(0.78n)/5~ = o.662. 
'Ihe value o! ~ can be expressed11 a11 
10L&.ngsdor!, i. H, Theory of A. C. Ma.chineey (New York: 
VcOrmr•Rill lbok ColllPaey, 1940), P• 378. 
• ll See Appendix IL 
~ = (l + 41f')/5 + 4 sintj,,r/5 
= 1/5 + JuJJ. 78/, + 4 sin(O. 78rr)/5n = 0.986. 
Then 1md ~ 265x0.662/o.986 = 178.o ohms. 
There.fore 1ci, = 28.; +_178.0 = 2o6.5 oblM. 
J. List o! Constants: 
• 
.All the constanta calculated above are listed as follo,ws; 
r = 10.1 ohms at 25°0 
0 = n.6 ohms at 65 C 
rs :: 80. 3 ohms a.t 25°c 
= 92.J ohms at 65°c 
R = 2.1' .. 5 ohms a."t 2,tJ C 
= 2S.5 oruas at 6$°c 
X · = 2?0 ohms 
Zs = 89.0 ohms 
Xm = 85.8 ohmB 
X(i ~- 29.3. 5 ohms 
Xq = 206.5 ohms 
~d = 265.0 ohms 
Xad ::= wMa cos ft = 77 • 5 cos4 8. 4 ° = 5'1. 5 ohm.s 
Xeq: wMs sin~= 77.5 s.in45.4° = 5'8.0 ohml'J 
4. r.ore wse: 




Op = 4xl. 75x0.625xl. 003x0.·9JxO. 278 = 1.138 lbs. 
From Fig. 12 (p. 47 )J the core loss per pound per cycle is 0.01 watt 
!or Bi,= J6,700 lines per sq.in. Then the core loss 1n poles, 
Wcp = Gp .rxo.01 = 1.1J8x6ox0.01 ~ o.683 watt. 
The iron weight of at.ator yoke (referred to Fig. 9), 
0y = 0. 251t'(3.O. + o. 25 )1. 75x.O. 27 8 = 1.24 lbs. 
From Fig. 12, for By- = 88,500 lines per 8(l•in., ~ core loss per 
pound per cycle is o.o~ nt~ Then the core lose in stator yoke, 
The core loss ot rotor and additional losses (as surface losses 
in the teeth due to variation in the air gap deneity, losses due to 
slot filing, losses due to non-uniform fiux distribution and losses 
in the end plates and end-brackets) can be estimated as 0.8 to 1.2 
times that of the stator. For this motor assume the total core loss 
is 2 til!les the stator core losses, 
The component current !or core loss is 
' 
le=- we/E (81) 
= 9.41/115 = 0. 082 ampere. 
5. Friction and Wind.age 1.osa: 
For the small motor, the friction and nndage loss is generally 
assumed to be 8% of the rated output at rated speed and varies a5 the 
square of the speed. 
Wr,, = 0.08xl8.65 s l.u9 watts at.1550 rpm, 
since rated output-= 1/40 hp= 18.65 watts. 
6. Performance Calculations: 
First of all, calculate the follavring !actors (~rom A to V) 
in terms of s. '!hen compute the results in the calculation sheet. 
A].= -rs(1rllq - R2) - Rls(~ + 1q) + R(~d + ~q) 
55 
= -92.J(293.~x2o6.5 - 21r~e) - 28.2x89.0(29J.5 + 206. 5) 
+ ·2a. 2 c?r:52 +-~ > 
= -6.60,x1.06, 
B:!. := rsR(~ i- Xq) - Is{XciXq - R2) + (Xql;d + Xci~q) 
= 92.Jx28.2(29J.5 + 206.5) - 89.0{29J.5x2o6.5 - 28.i) 
+ (206.5x~2 + 29J.5x~2 ) 
. 6 
= -2.495xl0, 
~ = (Xs~Iq - Xql;d - 1tl~q)S 
= (89.0x29J.~x206.5 - 206.~x~ - 293.5~)S 
= 3.86r;x106s, 
OJ. = R(~(~ + Xq) - Y.urdlsd) 
= 28.2(85.8x(293.5+206.~) - 265.0xSl.~) 
= o.a25x106, 
2 • 
Di :i Xm(¼Iq - R ) - lq~lsd 
. ~ 
= 85.8(293.5x2o6.~ - 28.2) - 206.5x265.0xS1.5 
~2.31o,a.06 
~ = 0 
, 
= -28.2x26S.OxS8.0 - (85.8x29J. $ - 265.QxS'l.5)x206.5S 
= -(0.4.34 + 2.381s)x106, 
E1 = R(XsXrod - lmlsd) + relqJind 
= 28.2(89.0x265.o - 8S.8x51.5) + 92.Jx206.5x265.0 
= 5.$9(n:1.06, 
P'1 = Iq(XsXrnd - lmXsd) - X'rod(rsR -f ~q) 
56 
= 206.S(89.0x26~. o - 8~.3:x$1.5) - 265.0(92.Jx28.2 + 58.02) 
= 2. JBox:106, 
E2 = -r8 Xq1mdS = -92.3x2o6.5x265.0S 
= -5 .. o60xlo6s, 
F2 ;; RY,n~q - (Xq (Js~d - ~l°sd) - ~d~q )S 
~ 28.2x8~.8x$8.o - (206.5(89.0x26S.o - 85.8x51.5) 
- 265.0x5s.02)s 
= (0.140 - 3.o68s)x106, 
G:J. = ~~Xe4 = - 28.2x85. 8x58. o 
= -o.l.4lxlo6, 
ffi = -lt,q(Y,nlci - 1mdXsd) 
= -58. o{B5.8x293.5 - 265.0xSl.5) 
= JJ.67(nlo6, 
02 = r8 ~ = 92.3x20.2x265.o 
= o.690x106, 
H2 = R(Xs~d - J;ulsd) + (~¼ - Xmd.Xs<i )1sq5 
57 
= 28.2{89.ox26c;.o - 85.Bx51. ,) + (85.8x293.5 - 265.0xSl.5) 
x58. os . 
=(o.sho + o.67os>xio6, 
6 
= (-11.fuc.6.605 + 290.0:x2.h95 - 85.8x2.310 - 265.0x2.380)10 
. 6 
-= -1a1.,x1.o , 
V1 = XA.1 + r.BJ. • ~OJ. + ~dB:i. 
= (-290.0x6.6o5 - U.6x2.495 ~ 85.Bx0.825 + 265.0x5.59o)lo6 
= -397. 2x106, 
U2 = rA2 - XB2 - Xm_~ - 1mdF2 
= (ll.6~.600S - 290.0:x:3.865S-- 8$.8(o.4)4~2.381S) , 
- 265.o(o.14~3.068s))xlo6 
: 0.10 - J7.5Sx106 
V2 = XA.2 + r~ Xind.E:2 
=(290x5.6ooS • 11.6xJ.865S -26~.0xS.o60S)xl.06 






S (% of syn., speed) 
Quantity o. 86 0.90 0.967 0 
15~0 rpm) ~1620 I µn ) ~1740 !:em) 
1 r (hot) D..6 u.6 n.6 11.6 
2 r5 (hot) 92.3 92.) 92. 3 92.) 
J R (hot) 28.2 28.2 28.2 28. 2 
4 X 290.0 290.0 290.0 290.0 
5 Xs 89.0 89. 0 89. 0 89.0 
6 Y,n 85. 8 85. B 85. 8 85.,8 
7 ¼ 293.5 293.S 293.5' 293.5 
8 ¾ 206., 2o6.5 206.5 2o6.5' 
9 .!md 265.0 265.0 265.o 265.0 
10 Xsd 51.5 ~1.5 51.5 51.S 
ll Xaq 58. 0 58.o 58 .. C 5'8.o 
12 Ai x 10-6 -6.605 -6. 6o; -6.605 -6.605 
13 Bi_x 10~ -2. 49~ -2.495 -2. li95 -2. 495 
14 A2xlo-6 :5 • 600S 0 4.310 5.o40 5.410 
15 ~xl0-6=-3•865S 0 J.)20 ).480 3.740 
1.6 A xl.0-6 
-6 ~.60$ ..;2.465 -2.075 -1.375 : (A1+SA2)lO 
17 B x1cr6 
::{B:!.+SB2)10-6 -2. 495 o.36o o. 6J5 1.123 




TABLE I, <XJNTINUt."'D 
It«n Quantity-
S (% of syn. speed) 
o.,86 0. 90 0. 967 
0 1550 ) (1620 rpm) {174o ) 
19 Ci X 10-6 0.825 0 .. 825 o. B25 a. 825' 
20 D:J. X 10-6 2.310 2.310 2.310 2.310 
21 -6 C2 X 10 0 0 0 0 
22 D2xl0-6 
: -(O.u34+2.J31S) -0.434 -2. 48h -2.576 -2.736 
2) C xl0-6 
= ( OJ. +S~ )10-6 o.82.5 0. 825 o. 825 o. 825 
24 D xl0-6 
.: (DJ.+~)10-? 2.310 0.170 -0. 010 -0.J35 
25 (C + jD)l0-6 2.45/70.Js> 0.842/11.6~0 0.825.,lcr:'f' 0.890/22.1° 
26 E1 X 10-6 5. 590 5.590 .5-5'90 5.590 
27 -6 Fl x 10 2.380 2. J8o 2.380 2.380 
28 -6 Eix:10 ~ -5.060S 0 -4.J50 -1 ... 600 -4.900 
29 F2x1.o-6 
::: o. l40-J. o68S 0. 140 -2.500 -2.620 -2. 825 
.30 E xlO~ 
:: (3l +S~ )10-6 5. 590 1.8~0 1.490 o. 865 _ 
31 F xl0-6 
: (F1 +SF2)10-6 2. 330 0. 230 0.020 -0. 350 
32 (B + jF)l0-6 6.01/23.08° 1.86/7.1° l .. 49L0.77° 0.938/22.6° 
33 ~ X 10-6 -0 .. 141 -o. llu -O. llil. -o.141 
34 
1
1\ X 10-6. -0.670 --0. 670 -o.670 -0.670· 
35 -6 02 X 10 o.690 0.690 0. 690 0.690 
J6 -6 H2 x 10 
:: 0.,54+0.67S o.54o 1.116 1.143 1.188 
60 
TABLE I, CONTINUED 
Item Quantity . 
S (% ot szn. speed) 
0 0.86 0.90 0.967 
(1550 rpn) (1620 rpm) (1740 rpn) 
37 G xl0-6 -6 
= <Gi•st½ )10 -0.141 0.453 0.479 0.525 
38 H xio-6 
= (ffi +S82)10-6 -0.610 0.290 0.360 0.479 
39 (G + jH)l0-6 o.684/258.1°0.,39/32.6° 0.600/36.9° 0.710/42.4~ 
40 lll_ X 10-6 -181.5 -181. '5 -181.5 -181.5 
41 v1 x 1o-6 •391~2 -397.2 -397.2 -397.2 
42 U2 X 10-6 
= o.10-37.5s 0.10 -32.1 -33.6 -)6.2 
43 -6 V2 X 10 
:r 327.8S 0 282.0 295.0 317.0 
-6 44 u xl.O -6 
= (u1+Su.2)10 -181.5 -209.1 -2ll.7 -216.5 
45 V X 10-6 -6 
= (v1•Sv2)lO -397.2 -155.0 -131.5 -91.0 
46 (u + jv hoj · 4J7 .2L~~d!l0 gh9.5/211.82° 
0 
~AX 10 260.0/216-55~ 235 . 0/2()2.8 
47 E 
48 ·I = (47 )(18)/(46) 
49 ls= (47)(25)/(46) 
50 Id= (47)(32)/(46) 
51 I = (47)(39)/(46) . q 
115 115 115 115 





0.822/209.45° . o.459~;Ii0 
o.1aoL12.61° o.2162/11Ii~ 
. 0.238/iBJ.95° 0.J47/fbo.Ti0 
• 
61 
TABLE I, CONTINUZD 
Item Quantity S (% of syn. speed) 
o.86 0.90 
1~ Q 1620 } -~----------~....:.."c....;.....~:.L--~.;c;..;;........__,_,_......,~--=-= 
0 
52 Xa,qls!! r;9-5{47.27° . 0 15.1/1~t1° 
17.72MJi 11.58&,,?.
0 
53 \ IqJtt 59.4L235.02° 39.2D6.13° 40.4125.5° 32.9/65. 0° 
54 -~I~ -89.2~ -7).J/J.2p.1° 
-69.af1~9.1° -19.5L98.J0 
55 -~Ia~ -5.96/187. 75° . -,.42/~· 
-4.56/2q9bl) -7. 77/b4.5° 
56 .-Xd ~r: -84.2/fil:o!" -,,.7/)b.13° 
-$7-~ -46.7~ 
57 ne {.52) ......... (56) 12.4 51.0 4o.6 14.0 
58 Td = o.o4 x{~7) o.496 2.040 1.62; o.s6o 
59 Pd= 16STd (w.) 0 28.10 2).40 8.66 
60 W.rw 0 1.49 1.63 1.89 . 
61 Output (w.) 
= (59) - (61) 0 27.61 21.77 6.77 
62 Core loss 9.41 9.Ll 9.41 9.41 
63 IC 0.082 0.082 0.082 0.082 
J..93~ 
. 
64 1r, = (63) + (48) 1.16)/~ l.040~ 0.910/57.6° 
65 r!i 4).20 15.75 -12.55 9. 60 
66 rs~ )8 • .30 12.78 lJ.J2 17.48 
67 R~ 71.70 19.08 1).28 5.94 
68 R I 2 q 0.91 1.60 2.16 ).40 
69 Total loss = ( 60) 
• (62) -+ (65) 
up to (68) 
164.5z 60.11 52. 35 47. 72 
TABLE I, CONTThnJED 
Item Quantity S (% of syn. speed) 
0 
o.86 0.90 
1 0 ) 1620, 
70 Input 
54.49 = (69) + (61) 164.52 87.72 74.12 
71 Eft. = (61)/(70) 0 0.315 0.293 0.123 
72 P.F. :: (70)/EIL 0. 740 o. 655 0.620 0.520 
73 H.P. out)ut 
= (61 /746 0 0.0310 0.0291 0.0091 
In the above calculation sheet, the currents, I, Ia, Id and Iq 
are calculated by F.qs. (43) to (46). The line current I1 is the vector 
sum of I and I 0 ( core loa s current). 
The average torque developed, Td, is obtained by F.q. (54). 
The power developed is 
_ 2 (TcJ/16)x1800S _ 
Pd - 3),000 x 746 watts - 16STd watts. 
(82) 
The power output is equal to the power developed minus friction 
and Wind.age loss and the power input is equal to the power outpit plus 
total losses. The efficiency and power factor are calculated in the 
usual way. 
The calculated performance curves are drawn in Fig. 14 with 
broken lines. 
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7. Constants tor Equivalent Circuit: 
are: 
The ratios of transformation for the four currents at 1550 rpm 
a = T_/J. = 0•238/18"~ = 0.215/139.10°, 1 
-q 1.1oc;/Jili. sr;,0 
a • r_/T- = .o. 238/183. 95° = o 61 a/20 .96. o 2 'l 45 0.)72/204.91° • I c !--
a = L/T _ 0.822/209.4?'' = 2• 2,a/fi3!;:" 
3 -u,, o. J72/ 2oii. 91° 
a : T - II_ = o_. 822/209. I+r = 3 450/2~""'?'50' 4 ""di~ 0 23. ~y~ • ~:,)., • J>t • 
The equi~ent impedance, 
= -o.86{265.0/0.215/139.10° + 51.5/0.640/20.96° 
. + ·3.u50/25. c;0x293.5) 
= -u9.o - j294.2 = 299/99.fis'°. 
The equivalent impedance, 
S(X5 q/a3 + Iq/a4) = o.86(S8.o/2.210/4-5'4° + 2o6.~/3.450/25-~0 ) 
= 69.0 + j2h.o = 73.0/1?.20°. 
'!he equivalent core loss resistance is: 
rm m (core loss)/~= 9.41/(0.082)2 = 1400 ohms. 
The other constants ha:ve been given in Table I. 
. . 
The equivalent circuit for this special machine at 1550 rpm is 
shown in Fig. 6 by numerical values. 
IV. LAroRATORY TEST R&l"1JL'iS 
1. ~uiµnent: 
This test was carried on in the·Electrical Qlgineering Iobora-
t,ory of the University of Termessee. The !olloring equiinent was used: 
ammeter, voltmeter, wattmeter, strobosoope, procy brake and scale. 
2. Circuit Diagram: 
.__,/_"""-'-_ 
1151'. __,/ __ -. 
Fig.15. C'ircuit Diagram for Test. 
3. Procedure : 
(a) Instruments connected as shown in Fig. I5 The motor was 
operated for about twenty minutes in order to warm the machine to its 
operating temperature. 
(b) Increase the load from zero to breakdown point and take 
readings of voltmeter, ammeter, wattmeter, stroboscope (tor rpm) and 
scale reading for each load. 
(c) With the rotor locked the same readings as (b) were ob- -
tained except the speed (equal. to zero). 

















TEST DATA AND ~TS 
w R.P.M. oz T P.F. H.P. Ef'f. 
. 49.6 1730 o.oo o.oo o.478 o.oo o.oo 
54.6 1715 0.70 0.35 o.;i6 0.00715 0.0988 
6o.o 1655 1 • .30 
12.0 1545 3.20 
11.0 1;-oo J.80 
111.0 0 0.90 
T = ½ x (oz) oz.ft. 
P .F. ·= W/VI, 
o.65 o.,43 0.0128 
1.6o 0.615 0.0294 
L.90 0.620 o.J)J39 
o.4, o.640 0 
H P - .21f'l' x {R.P .){.) - o 0000119T (R P u ) • • - -16. X jJ,000 - " X 4 41 ••• 1 






These laboratory- result~ are shown in Fig., 14 with .f'Ull lines. 
VII. CONCWSION 
For prel1minacy design it is not necessary to apply t.he field 
analysis as given in Section II. In precise design we can improve the 
field form by means of Analysis. As pointed out in ll-3 the harmonics 
of mm! may be eliminated by the conditions of Eqs. (10) and {ll). 
Although these harmonics can not be eliminated in ~ given ca11e, we 
can make them much smiller in design by analy~is of the field. 
The circuit analysis {Section III) must be used in preliminary 
design for calculating the electrical characteristics. For fractional 
horsepower motor design, the output should be calculated .f'rom torque 
developed which is obtained through this circuit analysis. Si.nee the 
output is very small, we can not get it accura:tely by estiaa.ttng- the 
constant losses- (W0 an::l ;Yiw) as the method used for larger motor 
design. 
Figure 14 shows that all the ealculated performance curves are 
close tot.he laboratory results. 
The calculated speed regulation ie rather better than the actual 
value. This error may be due_ to the torque equation (.Eq. 54). Actu-
ally the rotor windings are not concentrated in direct and quadrature 
axes and the torque equation must be modified by a distribution factor 
(less than unity). For this special machine a factor about 0.7 is 
suitable for multiplying the torque equation which can bring the cal-
culated speed regulation close to the test results. 
The other difference ·is . that the locked current and input cal-
culated are larger than the laboratory results (see Calculation Sheet 
and Test !la.ta. ) • This error may be due to the temperature of the test 
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APPENDIX I 
12 
Evaluation of A am ~termination of Olrr9nts. 
4 
r + iX iX1t1. jXma . 0 
jXm r; .., ix$ iXsa jX:rr 
-
jXmd 5X51 +iXu R -tiXa $Xs 
-5X,,i4' -SNd+jXs1 -SXa R +iX, 
(r; tiXs [ rt- MXr +jR (XdtX,)-t ?2Mf] 
= (r+iX) -jlsd [:SKX1-f~u11j/%s.J1-J5f¥-,,+,S1,Xs.1-:iSfX~ 
+iXs1[-s1XaX1 ~j5XiXut5R.Xs4 tkX1-jRXs6 +j.SXtX~ 
iXM [ R '-Xa-X, ~ j K rxd +1,J -ts" xdx,J 
- jX,,. -iXsd[;tlltfd-X,X,,.,1 -t 5iAfx,._, J 
+j Xsg {+j SXd Xmd + s f?.X/fl4 t j? xd X"""] 
~ 
i X ..[ 5 R X.r )yXu + j KXsd • j:; X,X.,, t sz:yx,,, -j S Af X'!] ] 
+ jX,,.d -(!~ +iXs) [i Rl,..d-x,xmd + S2X,XtJVJ] 
+ j x$, [-i S X19v1 X$d -X-1 Xs1 -t-S'lM X-1 1-i $ X..,, Asd] 
fr; tid:t,-RzJ -1r1s(td +fJ +R crJ +X,/J · 
L\ . = (r .. iX) +j[r,R (ldX,)-l.s rx"-r,-R1) f x,xJ tXdxf 
-t s[r;x.x1sJ 
+j ;5[ s ( Xs X, x,-t X:r; -.kdXiJ J 
f [ f< { XsfM -X,.. .t'sd) + ts X7 lmd] 
t ;x'"" -tj [ x, (~sx~ -xhtxsd )-Xtt.d { nR+-i1l)] 
l t ,5 [- s r; x, Xl>id] + i 5 [ RX,.. Xs7- (XT ( A's f,,.d -X"' Xsd }-X,,.d X$t) S] 
·e~B,+BzS; 
C 1 =- R { Jm (%d -t X3} -l1ttdtf5p} , 
/)., = /,... (ld 11 -Kl) -At ll#d %stJ , 
C~= o , 
C = c, , 
D === o, + I Oz s ; 
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• 
f := £, t f.2 , 
f :: f, + & s ; 
H == H, + S H2. 
Tit.rut L\ = (Y+j X) [A, +j8, + s A:z t j s Bz.]-ti ln. [ c, -rjD, t~/o) +iSPz] 
+ j Xt"d [ E, t j F, + Sf 2 + i S Fz] 
• 
:; [ rA,-Y 8,-X111D, -Xmd h J -t j [X A, T r-8, +,YJ,,c, + llKd E, l 
4 = II, ~jv; +Sl/2 +j$Vz = V+j'V 
i =.j[A,+jB,~SA1.+iSBz] ==¾(/l+iB} 
is =Z°[ C, +i!J, + o +iSV, ] =-i {c +iO) 
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ib ==.-l·i j,Y,,, [-S2XJXs1-j.5XdXs4 +SRXsd-tMXr-jf(Xs1tjSXttXsc1JI 
- ( r; +iXs) {-j SXd Xm.{ t- S ,f %,.,,1 + j~ Yd%-!] 
+ j Xsd [ -j S Y11ul %sd - X,,,,1 Xs; -t s2" ,r,,.,,, X 5/ +j 5 %md Xs-1 ] 
= ..f f-tX ... Xs! ~ j {-X.rf O'm id -X1n;:1Xsa)] -t S(Y.N¥-.1)} 





Derivation of Act (DI• 79. ) 
----1 • - /; = ¢rr 
~---- 7C" 
Fig. 16. Chrves tor Obtaining ¼• 
ff 
Ad = _!, f B >m ,;.~,,1, 
A · -
~~ P11nf ~ A~~ ~ ~x. 
• •• 
=$;,ff [w-D-Sm {1r-b J+[1r+D -,5",,;.(rr+6J--,,.+6 
+~tr-bJ] + f[~rr-1t-&+$.:.{r,--6)] } , 
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